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Within 60 days prior to sailing 
departure, 100% Cancellation Fee 
applies to:

• Pre- or Post-Cruise Hotel Program
• Pre- or Post-Land Program
• Overland Programs  

LAND PROGRAMS AND EXCURSIONS CANCELLATION POLICY

Land programs and excursions are available for pre-purchase up to 7 days prior to sailing by calling our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). Within 7 days of voyage 
departure, they must be purchased on board. 

All land programs and land excursions require a minimum number of participants to operate as described. If this minimum is not met, Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to 
offer at revised price or cancel the excursion.

Disclaimer: Atlas Ocean Voyages acts solely as agents for airlines, hotels, motor coach companies, railroads and other service providers and cannot be held responsible. 
Gratuities not included for any land programs and excursions.

Within 72 hours prior to land program/
excursion or sailing departure, 
100% Cancellation Fee applies to:

• Private Land Excursions
• Pre-purchased Standard Land Excursions
• Transfers

TRAVEL DREAMS 
COME TRUE
A perfect balance of natural wonders and historical pathways, this 
luxe-adventure sailing takes you through some of the most beautiful, 
less-visited cities in Central America, including navigation of the famed 
Panama Canal, a bucket-list moment every traveler wants to check off 
their list. With 3 overnight stays throughout and a late departure, you 
have the chance to dig deep into these diverse destinations
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GATUN LAKE, PANAMA CANAL

DAY 1: Upon arriving at the airport, you’ll be met to start your immersion into colorful Panama City. Your first stop is the Frank Gehry Bio Museum, the 
legendary architect’s only masterpiece in Latin America, with its wildly asymmetric design that reflects the tale of the Panama Isthmus rising from the blue sea 
to connect two continents so long ago. Inside, an audio-guided tour takes you through eight galleries chronicling this epic event and how it forever changed the 
planet’s biodiversity.

Enjoy a local lunch before heading to your hotel where you will spend the next two nights. Once you arrive at your hotel, you will proceed with check-in and can 
enjoy free time in your room to rest and refresh. At 7 PM, dinner will be available at Niba’s Restaurant on the L2 floor of the hotel. You will enjoy a three-course 
meal with drinks for your first night in Panama City.

DAY 2: Hotel breakfast is served a 7 AM and your day will start with a pickup at 8:30 AM from there.

Visit Old Panama, the city that was founded in 1519 and destroyed by the infamous Welsh Captain Henry Morgan in 1671. You will see the ruins of the churches 
and convents, colonial palaces, bridges and military buildings that attest to the grandiose past of Old Panama. After experiencing this unique UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, you will enjoy a panoramic tour of the modern Panama City, becoming acquainted with its mesmerizing skyline, unique developments and 
fascinating history.

After the panoramic drive, you’ll continue to Casco Antiguo, the old colonial city. Casco Antiguo displays a mix of architectural styles, which in turn reflect the 
cultural diversity of the country. Caribbean, Republican, Art Deco, French and Colonial architecture mix in this historic area. While here, savor a lunch at La 
Azotea Restaurant, presenting a tasty fusion of flavors. You will enjoy a three-course meal with beverages while enjoying an incredible view of the Panama 
skylike and colonial city.

Following lunch, you’ll be taken on a guided tour of colonial Panama. During your walking tour, you will see the Metropolitan Cathedral, Paseo General Esteban 
Huertas, Plaza de Francia and the National Theater, among other buildings and monuments. Take advantage of free time to explore on your own and enjoy the 
opportunity to shop in one of the area’s many stores. Look out for unique Panamanian handicrafts and other local goods to take home as mementos.

After your adventures in the historic district of colonial Panama, you’ll arrive back at the hotel to rest and refresh before a proper final night in Panama City!  
At 7:30 PM, you will be picked up for dinner at Maito Restaurant, renowned for its authentic and captivating atmosphere that recount all the culinary influences 
that have been in Panama. Here is where Mario Castrellón, the Chef, experiments without restraint and with all his creativity and the best products in the 
country, which have not been traditionally used in Panamanian urban cuisine. This restaurant is recognized as one of Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants (#30).

DAY 3: Breakfast will be available at the hotel from 6:30 AM to 10:30 AM before you have to check out by noon. Departure transfer will be coordinated to 
transfer you to the port for the start of your voyage.

PAGL1501PRE
PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 
OCTOBER 25-27, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS 
$999pp (double) / $1,229pp (single)
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GATUN LAKE, PANAMA CANAL

PAGL1301
BEST OF PANAMA
OCTOBER 28, 2022 | 9:30 AM – 4:30 PM 
7 HOURS
$169pp

Discover the workings of one of the most incredible engineering marvels in the world: the Panama Canal. Your tour begins at Miraflores Locks, where you'll 
see how the canal works up close. You'll learn about this incredible, manmade engineering wonder before your journey to the Expansion Observatory Platform. 
Here you'll learn about the canal expansion that includes two lock complexes — one on the Pacific, one on the Atlantic — excavation of new channels and the 
deepening and widening of existing channels.

NOTE: Itinerary may operate in reverse order. Seeing transiting ships at the locks cannot be guaranteed.

Cruise through the rainforest on a 75-minute drive to the Gamboa Rainforest Resort. With over 50,000 acres of pristine rainforest, this natural gem hosts an 
incredible variety of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians.

From there you will arrive at Gatun Lake and board your boat for a one-hour cruise through the beautiful rainforest ecosystem. Your guide will point out sights 
of interest and explain fascinating features of the environment to stimulate your imagination.

After your guided tour of the lake, you will encounter the indigenous Emberá people. This tribe still lives in harmony with their natural surroundings in the 
rainforest. After meeting the Emberá and witnessing their performances, you will have the opportunity to purchase native handcrafts.

Leaving the Emberá village, you will continue to the New Locks’ observation area of the Panama Canal. Your guide will explain the engineering feat required to 
move ships over a continental divide that separates two oceans.

After witnessing the locks in action, board your transportation for the drive to the ship.

NOTE: Itinerary may operate in reverse order. Seeing transiting ships at the locks cannot be guaranteed.

PAGL1302
PANAMA CANAL EXPANSION: PAST & FUTURE
OCTOBER 28, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 2:30 PM 
5.5 HOURS 
$149pp
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Within minutes of departing the pier, your air-conditioned vehicle will proceed to the former US Army Base of Fort Sherman through the jungle training areas, 
active until April of 1999. Continuing your drive through dense tropical forest, you will reach the remote Fort San Lorenzo, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that 
is over 400 years old. Your guide will offer details of the influential history found in this area. The Spaniards built the fort in the 16th century to defend their 
well-known gold trail and they were successful until it was ransacked by the infamous Welsh Captain Henry Morgan.

After your visit to Fort San Lorenzo, you will have the opportunity to visit the Agua Clara Visitor Center of the Panama Canal (New Locks Observation Area). 
Spend approximately 60 minutes watching the wondrous engineering marvel of the locks in operation. Your guide will explain the engineering feat required 
to move ships over a continental divide that separates two oceans.

NOTE: Itinerary may operate in reverse order. Seeing transiting ships at the locks cannot be guaranteed.
 

PAGL1303
FORT SAN LORENZO UNESCO  
WORLD HERITAGE SITE & CANAL LOCKS
OCTOBER 28, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:30 PM 
4.5 HOURS
$119pp
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AMADOR (PANAMA CITY), PANAMA

PTY306
COLONIAL PANAMA BY NIGHT
OCTOBER 29, 2022 | 6:30 PM – 9:30 PM 
3 HOURS
$199pp

Board your air-conditioned transportation and prepare to explore colonial Panama by night! This tour lets you experience Panama while on board your 
transportation and through a guided walking tour.

Arrive at Casco Antiguo, the old colonial city, displaying a mix of architectural styles, which in turn reflect the cultural diversity of the country. At this 
remarkable site, you’ll have a stop to enjoy dinner at a local restaurant. Your culinary adventure includes a three-course meal to choose from a fixed menu 
(appetizer, main course and dessert) and two beverages (alcoholic or non-alcoholic). You may have alternative options to find the right dish to treat your palate 
to. Along with a tasty meal, you’ll enjoy views of the Panama Bay and colonial Panama highlights.

After dinner, you will head back to your ship in Fuerte Amador.
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Step aboard your coach, which will feel more like a time machine as you travel back more than 600 years to a Central America only a few ever experience.  
This is a journey into the lives of the Emberá Native Tribe, a proud people who maintain their traditions and lifestyle as it was before the Spaniards  
colonized Panama.

A knowledgeable guide will give you an overview of Panama on the way to the jungles of the central region and share the history and customs of the Emberá 
natives who are the keepers of the rain forest and the Chagres River. When you arrive at the Chagres National Park, you will leave the comfort of your vehicle to 
board a dug-out canoe that will take you to the Emberá village. Although far from luxurious, the dugouts are sturdy craft that were critical in the conquering of 
the jungle and in establishing supply lines for both natives and Spaniards.

After navigating upriver, you will see the village emerge from the jungle as if by magic. Keep your eyes open along the way, as the region offers abundant 
wildlife that is particularly active along the river’s edge. In the village, the chief will welcome you with traditional Emberá hospitality. A series of dances have 
been arranged to add to this cultural exchange. Feel free to wander through the village, ask questions and interact with these quiet people. As you will be 
guests in their home, a commonsense approach and sensitivity to their privacy is appreciated. The Emberá people are spectacular craftspeople and produce 
beautiful items available for purchase as keepsakes of this unique experience.

PTY302
AUTHENTIC EMBERÁ VILLAGE EXPERIENCE
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 8:00 AM – 2:00 PM 
6 HOURS 
$149pp

PTY301
PANAMA CITY & MIRAFLORES LOCKS
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 8:30 AM – 1:30 PM 
5 HOURS 
$139pp

Celebrate the cultural and historic significance of ancient Panama on a guided tour that highlights the country's main city together with the Eighth Wonder of 
the World, the Panama Canal!

After boarding your motor coach for the 45-minute drive, you’ll make your way to the Miraflores Locks Visitors Center. Take the opportunity to pause and 
view the ships that make their way through the Panama Canal and visit the center’s fascinating museum with four exhibition halls organized by themes that 
constitute the heart of it.

Head to the nearby IMAX Theater to enjoy the enriching documentary, “The Panama Canal: A Land Divided – A World United,” narrated by Morgan 
Freeman. The film takes you through the locks and mechanical operations of the Panama Canal and takes you on a sweeping journey from the days when 
Conquistadores struggled through a water-soaked quagmire to the American engineering achievement that revolutionized shipping and tropical medicine.

After observing this amazing feat, you’ll reboard your coach for a panoramic and guided tour through Panama City. Celebrate the cultural and historic 
significance of ancient Panama on a scenic tour that highlights the country's glorious beginnings and tragic past. These visits will include not only the modern 
Panama City and highlights but also the charming Casco Antiguo (or Colonial Panama), an old, colonial city founded in 1673 and now a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site.

NOTE: Order of the tour can vary depending on the operational needs. Seeing transiting vessels at the Miraflores Locks cannot be guaranteed as it is subject 
to the Panama Canal operation.
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PTY303
KAYAK EXPERIENCE AT GATUN LAKE
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 8:30 AM – 12:30 PM
4 HOURS
$109pp

This adventure starts with boarding your air-conditioned coach and transferring to the Gamboa Rainforest Resort, enjoying the scenic drive along the way. 
Upon your arrival, you will receive your needed equipment, board your kayak and start paddling on the Gatun Lake of the Panama Canal.

As the US built the canal, a plan arose to create a lake for the ease of construction. From its early inceptions, an awareness of the canal’s ecological 
importance was front of mind, as it depends largely on rainwater for its operation. So, Gatun Lake was created with shallower excavations than usual so as not 
to lift the water levels and protect the Panama Canal’s watershed.

This is an excursion made for the most adventurous explorers who revel in being in nature. There is an abundance of wildlife in the area to keep your eyes out 
for. Along the way, you will pause your kayak ride of Gatun Lake to take an ecological hike through the rainforest.

NOTE: Please realistically assess your physical abilities for this tour.

PTY304
RAINFOREST EXPERIENCE
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 8:30 AM – 1:30 PM
5 HOURS
$199pp

The vibrant sights and sounds of nature are waiting for you as you take a thrilling boat cruise through the Panama Canal and into the lush rainforest  
of Gatun Lake.

After an exhilarating 30-minute ride at high-speed right through the heart of the Panama Canal, the boat will slow down and enter the labyrinth of 
jungle-covered islands of Lake Gatun. In this protected area, the wildlife is plentiful, and you are likely to encounter capuchin monkeys, three-toed sloths, 
howler monkeys, various kinds of toucans and other bird life, as well as caimans, crocodiles, turtles and a wealth of butterflies. This is an exceptional place 
to experience the sights and sounds of the jungle up close. Trained naturalist guides will ensure that you have an outstanding experience by tracking the 
wildlife with you, as well as educating you about the animals and their habitats throughout this exceptional jungle and canal adventure.

Afterward, you will continue to the Aerial Tram Experience. In the midst of the 55,000-acre Soberanía National Park, the aerial tram allows you to discover the 
secrets of the upper forest canopy. The tram will take you from the shadowy forest floor through the understory and into the sun-drenched canopy. Let a sense 
of awe wash over you with a bird's-eye view of a thousand hues of green interspersed with the fluorescent points of flowering trees.

At the end, stop at the frog exhibit and butterfly and orchid exhibitions to see and hear creatures in a natural setting.
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PTY305
ZIPLINE IN PANAMA’S RAINFOREST
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:30 PM
4.5 HOURS
$159pp

Feel the rush of excitement as you’re lifted through the treetops by a series of cables, enjoying the wonders of nature from an incredible, and completely safe, 
point of view. Slide through the treetops of the tropical forest and admire the most incredible collection of natural landscapes bordering the Panama Canal 
and Soberanía National Park. Enjoy a different view of the Panama Canal and the Chagres River across 1.4 kilometers of length divided into 10 cables and 13 
platforms. You will discover an unknown world and gain a fascinating perspective on life.

The wildlife among treetops is abundant and varied. With a little luck, you may find howler monkeys, white-faced capuchin monkey, and birds like the keel-
billed toucan along the way. During the tour, you will stop to enjoy the rainforest that surrounds the Gamboa Area with an invigorating hike. Pay close attention 
to your guide’s commentary as you will learn more about the ecology of this region

PTY398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS
$599 PER VEHICLE

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

PTY399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
OCTOBER 30, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS
$699 PER VEHICLE

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the flexibility to 
create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Full-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.
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SAN JOSÉ (PUERTO CALDERA), COSTA RICA

CRPAS301
A SLOTH, JAGUAR & MACAW SANCTUARY
NOVEMBER 1, 2022|  8:00 AM-12:45 PM
4.75 HOURS 
$189pp

The NATUWA Wildlife Sanctuary of Costa Rica is a conservation charity headquartered in Aranjuez de Puntarenas that strives toward educating and managing 
the area with the support of the local community. Their work aims to save and protect endangered wildlife species from extinction, like sloths, jaguars, tapirs, 
macaws and a variety of the native fauna of Costa Rica, focusing on the rarest species and the most fragile habitats.

The Ecotourism Program of NATUWA consists of a mild walk where visitors can enjoy the different observation stations. Learn about the animal species that 
inhabit the sanctuary and gain a greater appreciation for these creatures. You will have the opportunity to meet a local expert who will explain everything about 
these charismatic animals.

The sanctuary has designated an area where animals will continue their lives in the most natural environment possible, surrounded with native trees of 
different species. Under the direction of a group of specialists in wildlife management and under the supervision of the Ministry of Environment and Energy of 
Costa Rica (MINAE), the sanctuary is considered a conservation tool to meet the needs of many of these orphaned animals.
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CRPAS302
A WALK IN THE CLOUDS
NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | 9:00 AM- 3:45 PM 
6.75 HOURS 
$189pp

Discover the richness of the cloud forest while you walk along beautiful trails and as the most entrancing shapes of green vegetation appear before your eyes.

The tour starts with a short, downhill walk that will lead into an open hummingbird garden, where many species of these tiny, lively colored birds gather around 
and charm you with their spectacular aerial maneuvers. After this beautiful experience, you will enter a more adventurous portion of the tour, when you arrive 
to the first of four suspended bridges that cover over half a mile above the ground, giving you the most mesmerizing bird’s-eye view of the cloud forest. Each 
bridge stretches between 95 and 253 feet and up to 126 feet above the ground.

As you continue your way through rivers and cascades, your senses will be delighted with spectacular views, while at the same time, your naturalist tour guide 
will point out the most outstanding features of this misty forest. You’ll marvel several species of birds, butterflies and small mammals that inhabit the area and 
vibrant plants, such as, orchids, heliconias, ferns, bromeliads and other species of aerial plants that are part of this beautiful surrounding.

At the end of your nature walk, you will be able to taste a delicious agua dulce (a traditional drink) with a hearty, typical Costa Rican lunch to regain your energy.

On the way back to the pier, a brief stop at “El Jardín” will allow you to stretch your legs, enjoy the scenery at the beautiful gardens or browse around for tokens 
to take home.

A comfortable ride will take you through the pastoral countryside of the province of Puntarenas and a wide variety of landscapes. Including rich farmlands, 
lush forests and mountain views, it’s a scenic drive as you approach the highlands of Naranjo, a site that is world-famous for the quality of its coffee.

The Espíritu Santo Coffee Plantation represents Costa Rica’s most remarkable and pure coffee traditions and its history. The farm comprises 640 acres of 
prime coffee plantation, where the secrets of a real cup of coffee are carefully brewed.

On arrival, your tour starts with the seedling station. On the way to this station, enjoy seeing the vegetable garden, with samples of tomatoes, corn, radish, 
cucumber and other local produce. At the nursery, you will have the opportunity to see the different stages of the coffee plant.

Continuing you will arrive at the wet mill, where you will learn about how the coffee cherries are processed, peeled, selected, dried and stored. You will then 
visit the roasting room, where you will experience the real coffee aroma. Then on to “La Casita de Juancho,” where you will learn firsthand how the Costa Rican 
ancestors used to brew coffee, with a rudimentary chorreador instead of a coffee maker. At the end of the coffee tour, you will have learned and discovered all 
the secrets within a coffee cup. After this beautiful experience, you will enjoy a delicious typical lunch in a local restaurant.

Your journey continues with a short visit to Sarchí town, considered the home of Costa Rica’s best wooden crafts. It was here where more than a century ago 
local artists began painting and decorating their traditional oxcarts in intricate and colorful designs.

You will visit Eloy Alfaro Oxcart Factory, which is the only oxcart factory left in the country, with its machines powered by a water wheel. Here you will have time 
for shopping and to observe the work of the most skilled artisans making beautiful, wooden crafts and producing the world-famous, handmade oxcarts, a 
symbol of Costa Rica and the culture during its early years.

CRPAS303
ESPÍRITU SANTO COFFEE TOUR  
AND SARCHÍ OXCART FACTORY
NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | 8:30 AM- 3:00 PM
6.5 HOURS 
$179pp
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Costa Rica’s topography is one of the most diverse in the world. Rolling hills, high mountains, plains, valleys and riverbeds are just part of the gorgeous 
landscape that make you think of one word: paradise.

Your sightseeing drive will start by heading east to Esparza. This town has become one of the most picturesque in Costa Rica’s Central Pacific region. 
The central park and its church are emblematic of Costa Rica’s hardworking rural towns. Local dancers will greet you at the park with colorful costumes 
as you enjoy the masquerades and learn about the people’s traditions. Handmade crafts are exhibited at the park, offering you unique options for 
a memento to take home.

This drive includes stretches along the Pacific Ocean. You will pass by mango and cashew plantations, farming areas and most certainly, you will be able 
to observe birds along the way, all examples of sustainable living between man and nature. You will continue your journey down to sea level, admiring the 
sweeping views, the most breathtaking sites of the day. Green rolling hills covered by pasturelands, with the ocean in the distance, will just be a part of the 
postcard-perfect pictures you’ll want to take.

Traditional homes along the way with large gardens and living fences grown with the most beautiful plants and trees look like decoration but are truly 
exemplary of Costa Rica’s most beautiful countryside. Discover its unique sights on this relaxing tour.

The bus will stop at El Jardín, giving you plenty of opportunities to sample their delicious fruits and taste a Costa Rican cup of coffee.

CRPAS304
PANORAMIC SCENIC RIDE & FOLKLORE SHOW
NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | 1:00 PM- 4:15 PM
3.25 HOURS 
$189pp
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If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

CRPAS398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS
$699 PER VEHICLE

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Full-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

CRPAS399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS
$799 PER VEHICLE
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QUEPOS (MARINA PEZ VELA), COSTA RICA

Imagine yourself soaring high above the jungle floor as you fly through treetops amongst some of the most beautiful flora and fauna in the Costa Rican 
rainforest! This canopy tour is an exciting adventure that can be enjoyed by explorers of all ages. You will fly for a mile over the jungle canopy suspended on 
solid steel cables attached to a personal, high-tech lightweight harness.

During your journey, you will stop and rest at 16 strategically located platforms and 12 cables where you are most likely to see the surrounding wildlife. Many of 
these platforms are almost 100 feet high, nestled in the trunks and branches of trees that are centuries old.

A staff of professionally trained guides will show guests the abundant wildlife along the way, including Titi monkeys, two- and three-toed sloths, poison dart 
frogs, iguanas and toucans.

The exhilaration of a zip line is, most likely, unlike anything you have ever experienced.

CRQUP301
ZIP LINING CANOPY TOUR 
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 1:00 PM- 4:30 PM
3.5 HOURS 
$119pp

Experience a fun and informative tour of local cuisine. Learn where the organic ingredients come from, how dishes are prepared and how to recreate recipes at home.

Once in the small town of Londres, at a private ranch and dining area, you will be greeted by the team. They will proceed to guide you through the garden to pick 
out finishing flavors, colors and textures for your meal. Now, to the preparation guided by their expert local cooks.

Participate in the kitchen and experience the process of making corn tortillas by hand, ceviches with plantain, rice cooked the old-fashioned way, chicken in a 
hearty tomato sauce, picadillos and more.

Once you sit down for your meal, not only will your appetite be satiated but also your curiosity for Costa Rican local flavors. Let your imagination soar on how 
to recreate the dish at home with your own seasonal ingredients.

There will be leisure time available for you to explore the ranch.

CRQUP302
TRADITIONAL CULINARY EXPERIENCE 
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 9:30 AM- 2:00 PM
4.5 HOURS 
$229pp
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As a tropical inlet backed by rainforest, Quepos is a small booming harbor town famous for being one of the best places in the world for big-game sport 
fishing, as well as the gateway to Manuel Antonio National Park, considered the “Jewel of the National Parks” in Costa Rica.

Many versions of history in the Americas will reference explorers as discovering various regions, but of course, there were the indigenous natives who dwelled 
in these lands first. When the Spanish first laid eyes on this spectacular coast, its people were the Quepo or Quepoa, said to be a warlike people who had 
migrated here from the Amazon River region of Colombia between 900 and 950 CE.

Your sightseeing drive will start passing through the American Zone, an important part of the Quepos economy history. Learn about how this beautiful town 
changed greatly as the banana industry and the United Fruit Company developed the land for their benefit, building a railroad and a huge port to conduct 
business. People from around the country, and even other countries, traveled there for economic opportunity. After the fall of the banana plantation industry 
that laid the foundations for the port, Quepos replaced its former industry with ecotourism and other important crops like palm oil.

As you drive south along the Pacific coast, you will observe vast forests of palm trees stretch for miles along the highway. These immense plantations are 
African Palms, and their oil production is one of the largest agricultural industries in Costa Rica. Palm oil is the world’s most consumed vegetable oil. The oil 
extracted from palm oil kernels is used around the world in products ranging from candy and cosmetics to candles, cooking oil, industrial lubricants and even 
biofuels.

Finally, your next destination will be Manuel Antonio, a paradise that mixes lovely white-sand beaches, rain forest, clear water and wildlife. Manuel Antonio 
Beach is listed as one of the best beaches in Central America. Pick out your favorite spot, have fun, relax and enjoy your time under a palm with cold drink and 
some delicious tropical fruits. Enjoy a leisurely walk and explore along the beach

This is an excursion for adrenaline lovers. You will be picked up at La Marina and go to the property where you will start your horseback riding tour.

During the 30-minute drive to Londres, where the tour starts, your guide will give you a briefing about the history of Quepos to pique your interest. Once you 
reach Londres you will set foot on a picturesque property that has stables, a corral and an open-air waiting area. You will receive riding instructions, safety tips 
and practice time before heading out to explore the rainforest.

This tour of the lush and magnificent Manuel Antonio will allow you to uncover the secrets that lie within this secondary rainforest, sitting at a maximum 
altitude of 1,900 feet. You will ride through the mountains without reaching the mountaintop. Your horse ride will last about 2.5 hours roundtrip, with highlights 
that include entrancing valley views, verdant vegetation and numerous wildlife species, such as birds and reptiles. At the end of the trail, there is a beautiful 
waterfall where you will be able to rest for about 30 minutes. You can lie on the grass, take a swim or both!

After the break, you will return by the same trail back to the stables. Enjoy a refreshing beer and Costa Rican-style BBQ, just as a real cowboy would do.

CRQUP303
SCENIC DRIVE & BEACH BREAK 
AT MANUEL ANTONIO
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 9:00 AM- 12:30 PM
3.5 HOURS
$189pp

CRQUP304
RAINFOREST HORSEBACK RIDING, 
CASCADES & BBQ   
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 8:30 AM- 2:15 PM
5.8 HOURS
$229pp
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Quepos offers many coastal activities, but the surrounding hills offer adventure and natural beauty as well, and you’ll find it at Los Campesinos, a communal 
cooperative, dedicated to sustainable rural tourism and environmentally friendly.

Los Campesinos has more than 18 years of history and it is located about 25 kilometers east of Quepos. Here you will have the opportunity to explore a 
primary and secondary rainforest and visit a 100-foot-tall waterfall.

Your adventure begins when you walk up the gangway to meet your naturalist tour guide and board a comfortable, air-conditioned 4x4 SUV vehicle. Your ride 
then deviates east, passing small towns, down along a winding road near rivers, majestic views and look out points.

When you reach the reserve, you may explore the trails for approximately 30 minutes. Wildlife observation opportunities include diverse birds, reptiles and 
mammals, especially from the hanging bridge, which looms over the forest at 130 feet tall and 400 feet long. Photo opportunities at three waterfalls and 
natural pools abound. Take a refreshing swim before enjoying a typical Costa Rican lunch.

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

CRQUP305
LOS CAMPESINOS PRIVATE RESERVE BY 4X4   
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 8:00 AM- 1:30 PM
5.5 HOURS
$389pp

CRQUP398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS
$299 PER VEHICLE

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Full-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

CRQUP399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS
$399 PER VEHICLE
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MARINA BAHIA GOLFITO, COSTA RICA

ECMTA301
DOLPHIN WATCH & BEACH ESCAPE
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 8:00 AM- 12:00 PM
4 HOURS 
$279pp

Costa Rica’s warm seas are home to one of the most biologically diverse marine habitats in the world. The best place to observe these magnificent mammals 
is in the South Pacific waters off the Osa Peninsula, a place known by National Geographic to be the most biologically intense area on earth. It’s here you’ll 
come across large groups of dolphins, six different species of sea turtles and manta rays as they swim in clear blue tropical waters for a magnificent show.

Other possible sightings in the area may include large schools of tuna feeding and an occasional billfish, such as marlin or sailfish, looking for those schools 
of tuna for their dinner.

Your dolphin-watching tour for Peninsula de Osa is enhanced by the informative commentary provided by a trained naturalist guide. You will learn about the 
biology, behavior and habits of the wildlife that you will spot as you sail across the area. The photographic opportunities on this tour are phenomenal. With the 
vessel at rest, you can snap pictures while listening the stories about the Pacific Ocean's ecosystem, narrated by your tour guide.

If weather permits there will be leisure time, where you can enjoy and swim in the placid waters of a local beach.
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Golfo Dulce provides an important, protected natural sanctuary for several species of fish, invertebrates and reptiles, such as the Pacific green turtle, 
Hawksbill and the Olive Ridley. It’s also home to sharks, including scallop hammerhead sharks, as well as marine mammals, such as many species of dolphins 
and whales that live and/or visit the gulf and use it as a breeding ground and nursery for their calves.

On this venture, you will visit one of the most beautiful spots in the entire gulf, called Mogos, which are islets located in the west end of the gulf. This place is 
picture-perfect for landscape photography, a relaxing snorkeling adventure or a kayaking and/or paddleboarding excursion. Paddling along Golfo Dulce Bay to 
explore the unparalleled coastlines, you’ll be greeted by schools of fish, manta rays, turtles and dolphins in the crystal-clear waters of Golfo Dulce. If you feel 
comfortable and a bit daring, you can stand up and paddle, or for those that prefer sitting down to go a little further, kayaks are the way to go.

You will be whisked off to a serene and quiet setting arranged in the heart of Ballena Beach, complete with cold beverages, sun loungers, hammocks 
and freshly, homemade tapas from local chefs. Relax under the towering palm trees with the melodies of the ocean, the flamboyant nature surroundings, 
the scenic view and the warm and calm waters of Golfo Dulce.

ECMTA303
LOS MOGOS & GOLFO DULCE 
MARINE LIFE QUEST
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 8:30 AM- 3:45 PM
7.25 HOURS 
$499pp

Follow a professional guide through one of Costa Rica’s most famous national parks. The spectacular, natural beauty and peaceful atmosphere attract many 
visitors to Golfo Dulce annually to explore a park that gathers numerous species of butterflies, monkeys, reptiles, orchids and more.

The National Wildlife Refuge of Golfito has special characteristics since the town with the same name is at its borders. The flora and fauna found here are 
considered the northernmost point for many species found in the southern part of the continent, and many of these are endemic. For this reason, the area 
around Golfito is ideal for scientific tourism, which makes it unique within the entire country for its great value and exuberance.

You will have a one-hour nature walk followed by a rest and snack period before another one-hour nature walk to see the incredible sights of the refuge. There 
are 11 species of heliconias, 31 species of orchids and more than 12 species of ferns. Four species of monkeys also live here, along with 300 species of birds 
(120% more than those found in North America), 139 mammal species and more than 200 species of amphibians and reptiles.

After your second and milder nature walk, enjoy some fresh fruits before returning to the harbor on a picturesque drive of the village along the way. You will 
be able to find an old locomotive from the past times of banana exportation, as well as the world-famous stone spheres and the mysterious stories the tour 
guides like to share about their creation and how little is known about them.

ECMTA302
GOLFITO WILDLIFE REFUGE  
& VILLAGE SIGHTSEEING
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 7:30 AM- 10:45 AM
3.2 HOURS 
$199pp
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You’re invited to visit Finca 6, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the four archaeological collections of unique stone spheres located in chiefdom 
settlements from the Pre-Columbian period (500-1500 CE) located in the Diquís Delta in southern Costa Rica. They’re considered unique examples of the 
complex social, economic and political systems of the pre-Columbian period.

A collection of stone spheres between 0.7 meters and 2.57 meters (8.5 feet) in diameter lie in the area. Their meaning, use and production remain largely a 
mystery. The spheres are distinctive for their perfection, number, size and density, and placed in original locations.

Some theories made by archeologists and other experts suggest that the spheres are aligned with the stars and served as monumental compasses. Local 
lore tells that these spheres were the playthings of the gods for controlling the weather, but the truth remains and will probably be forever unsolved.

After this remarkable encounter with the past, replenish with a savory Costa Rican lunch before returning to the pier.

ECMTA304
PRE-COLUMBIAN STONE SPHERES 
AT A UNESCO SITE
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 9:00 AM- 4:00 PM
7 HOURS 
$399pp

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

ECMTA398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS
$699 PER VEHICLE

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Full-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

PLEASE NOTE: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

ECMTA399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS
$899 PER VEHICLE
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PANAMA CITY (FUERTE AMADOR), PANAMA

DAY 1: Upon arriving in port, you’ll be met to start your immersion into the colorful Panama City. Your first stop is the Frank Gehry Bio Museum, the legendary 
architect’s only masterpiece in Latin America, with its wildly asymmetric design that reflects the tale of the Panama Isthmus rising from the blue sea to connect 
two continents so long ago. Inside, an audio-guided tour takes you through eight galleries chronicling this epic event and how it forever changed the planet’s 
biodiversity.

Enjoy a local lunch before heading to your hotel where you will spend the next two nights. Once you arrive at your hotel, you will proceed with check-in and can 
enjoy free time in your room to rest and refresh. At 7 PM, dinner will be available at Niba’s Restaurant on the L2 floor of the hotel. You will enjoy a three-course 
meal with drinks for your first night in Panama City.

DAY 2: Hotel breakfast is served a 7 AM and your day will start with a pickup at 8:30 AM from there.

Visit Old Panama, the city that was founded in 1519 and destroyed by the infamous Welsh Captain Henry Morgan in 1671. You will see the ruins of the churches 
and convents, colonial palaces, bridges and military buildings that attest to the grandiose past of Old Panama. After experiencing this unique UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, you will enjoy a panoramic tour of the modern Panama City, becoming acquainted with its mesmerizing skyline, unique developments and 
fascinating history.

After the panoramic drive, you’ll continue to Casco Antiguo, the old colonial city. Casco Antiguo displays a mix of architectural styles, which in turn reflect the 
cultural diversity of the country. Caribbean, Republican, Art Deco, French and Colonial architecture mix in this historic area. While here, savor a lunch at La 
Azotea Restaurant, presenting a tasty fusion of flavors. You will enjoy a three-course meal with beverages while enjoying an incredible view of the Panama 
skylike and colonial city.

Following lunch, you’ll be taken on a guided tour of colonial Panama. During your walking tour, you will see the Metropolitan Cathedral, Paseo General Esteban 
Huertas, Plaza de Francia and the National Theater, among other buildings and monuments. Take advantage of free time to explore on your own and enjoy the 
opportunity to shop in one of the area’s many stores. Look out for unique Panamanian handicrafts and other local goods to take home as mementos.

After your adventures in the historic district of colonial Panama, you’ll arrive back at the hotel to rest and refresh before a proper final night in Panama City! At 
7:30 PM, you will be picked up for dinner at Maito Restaurant, renowned for its authentic and captivating atmosphere that recount all the culinary influences that 
have been in Panama. Here is where Mario Castrellón, the Chef, experiments without restraint and with all his creativity and the best products in the country, 
which have not been traditionally used in Panamanian urban cuisine. This restaurant is recognized as one of Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants (#30).

DAY 3: Breakfast will be available at the hotel from 6:30 AM to 10:30 AM before you have to check out by noon. Departure transfer will be coordinated 
depending on your flight, so you can be transferred to the airport for your flight back home.

PABLB501PST
PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 
NOVEMBER 5-7, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS 
$999pp (DOUBLE) / $1,229pp (SINGLE)



PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!

Aboard every luxe-adventure expedition, you’ll find a land program for every adventurer in every port. Feel free to take advantage of any of our 
optional excursions to create a comprehensive journey. Just let us know which land programs and excursions you want to purchase. 

Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be assigned based on the date received. So, don’t wait!

GATUN LAKE, PANAMA CANAL
 PAGL1501PRE: PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 

 OCTOBER 25-27, 2022
   $999pp (double) /   $1,229pp (single)
 

 PAGL1301: BEST OF PANAMA 
 OCTOBER 28, 2022 | $169pp

 PAGL1302: PANAMA CANAL EXPANSION: PAST & FUTURE 
 OCTOBER 28, 2022 | $149pp

 PAGL1303: FORT SAN LORENZO UNESCO  
 WORLD HERITAGE SITE & CANAL LOCKS 
 OCTOBER 28, 2022 | $119pp

AMADOR (PANAMA CITY), PANAMA
 PTY306: COLONIAL PANAMA BY NIGHT

 OCTOBER 29, 2022 | $199pp

 PTY301: PANAMA CITY & MIRAFLORES LOCKS
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $139pp

 PTY302: AUTHENTIC EMBERA INDIAN 
 VILLAGE EXPERIENCE
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $149pp

 PTY303: KAYAK EXPERIENCE AT GATUN LAKE
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $109pp

 PTY304: RAINFOREST EXPERIENCE 
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $199 pp

 PTY305: ZIPLINE AT PANAMA’S RAINFOREST
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $159 pp

 PTY398: HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $599 PER VEHICLE

 PTY399: FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR   
 OCTOBER 30, 2022 | $699 PER VEHICLE

PUERTO CALDERA (SAN JOSE), COSTA RICA
 CRPAS301: A SLOTH, JAGUAR & MACAW SANCTUARY

 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $189pp

 CRPAS302: A WALK IN THE CLOUDS
 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $189pp

 CRPAS303: ESPIRITU SANTO COFFEE TOUR 
 AND SARCHI OXCART FACTORY
 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $179pp

 CRPAS304: PANORAMIC SCENIC RIDE & FOLKLORE SHOW
 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $189pp

 CRPAS398: HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $699 PER VEHICLE

 CRPAS399: FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 1, 2022 | $799 PER VEHICLE 

QUEPOS, COSTA RICA
 CRQUP301: ZIP LINING CANOPY TOUR

 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $119pp

 CRQUP302: TRADITIONAL CULINARY EXPERIENCE
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $229pp

 CRQUP303: SCENIC DRIVE &  
 BEACH BREAK AT MANUEL ANTONIO
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $189pp

 CRQUP304: RAINFOREST HORSEBACK RIDING, 
 CASCADES & BBQ
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $229pp

 CRQUP305: LOS CAMPESINOS PRIVATE RESERVE BY 4X4
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $389pp

 CRQUP398: HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $299 PER VEHICLE

 CRQUP399: FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 2, 2022 | $399 PER VEHICLE
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9-NIGHT COLÓN TO PANAMA CITY | OCTOBER 27, 2022
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Mail/email your completed form to: 
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES

1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301  
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · INFO@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM



9-NIGHT COLÓN TO PANAMA CITY | OCTOBER 27, 2022

PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!

Aboard every luxe-adventure expedition, you’ll find a land program for every adventurer in every port. Feel free to take advantage of any of our 
optional excursions to create a comprehensive journey. Just let us know which land programs and excursions you want to purchase. 

Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be assigned based on the date received. So, don’t wait!

MARINA GOLFITO, COSTA RICA
 ECMTA301: DOLPHIN WATCH & BEACH SCAPE

 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $279pp

 ECMTA302: GOLFITO WILDLIFE REFUGE 
 & VILLAGE SIGHTSEEING
 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $199pp

 ECMTA303: LOS MOGOS & GOLFO DULCE 
 MARINE LIFE QUEST
 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $499pp

 ECMTA304: PRECOLUMBIAN STONE SPHERES 
 AT A UNESCO SITE
 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $399pp

 ECMTA398: HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $699 PER VEHICLE

 ECMTA399: FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 3, 2022 | $899 PER VEHICLE

PANAMA CITY (FUERTE AMADOR), PANAMA
 PABLB501PST: PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 

 NOVEMBER 5-7, 2022
   $999pp (double) |   $1,229pp (single)
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PRE HOTEL | PANAMA CITY
BRISTOL PANAMA

 BPA501CLS
    Single: $359PN

 BPA502CLS
    Double: $375PN

Part of the Registry Collection hotels, the Bristol Panama
offers guests a comfortable stay amid understated elegance
within the financial district of Panama. You may choose to
relax at your leisure in the sauna and spa center or opt for
a rejuvenating massage between adventures. Bask in the
beautiful environment of Panama on the sun terrace or sip on
a refreshing cocktail at the bar.
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POST HOTEL | PANAMA CITY
BRISTOL PANAMA

 BPA501CLS
    Single: $279PN

 BPA502CLS
    Double: $295PN

Part of the Registry Collection hotels, the Bristol Panama
offers guests a comfortable stay amid understated elegance
within the financial district of Panama. You may choose to
relax at your leisure in the sauna and spa center or opt for
a rejuvenating massage between adventures. Bask in the
beautiful environment of Panama on the sun terrace or sip on
a refreshing cocktail at the bar.
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RELAX BEFORE OR AFTER YOUR JOURNEY
OPTIONAL PRE OR POST-CRUISE HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

For guests who choose to arrive early before their luxe-adventure voyage or stay longer after it ends, Atlas has selected an ideal hotel for your stay. 
Your optional accommodation offers a haven of simple elegance where you can rejuvenate before embarking on an exciting journey. Complete the 

form below and return it to us to reserve your accommodations for your pre- or post-cruise stay.



CALL US AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL ADVISOR

ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM
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